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Abstract—During the rapid development cycle for Inter-
net products (websites and mobile apps), new features are
developed and rolled out to users constantly. Features with
code defects or design flaws can cause outages and significant
degradation of user experience. The traditional method of code
review and change management can be time-consuming and
error-prone. In order to make the feature rollout process safe
and fast, this paper proposes a methodology for rolling out
features in an automated way using an adaptive experimental
design. Under this framework, a feature is gradually ramped
up from a small proportion of users to a larger population
based on real-time evaluation of the performance of important
metrics. If there are any regression detected during the ramp-
up step, the ramp-up process stops and the feature developer
is alerted. There are two main algorithm components powering
this framework: 1) a continuous monitoring algorithm - using
a variant of the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) to
monitor the feature performance metrics and alert feature
developers when a metric degradation is detected, 2) an
automated ramp-up algorithm - deciding when and how to
ramp up to the next stage with larger sample size. This
paper presents one monitoring algorithm and three ramping
up algorithms including time-based, power-based, and risk-
based (a Bayesian approach) schedules. These algorithms are
evaluated and compared on both simulated data and real data.
There are three benefits provided by this framework for feature
rollout: 1) for defective features, it can detect the regression
early and reduce negative effect, 2) for healthy features, it
rolls out the feature quickly, 3) it reduces the need for manual
intervention via the automation of the feature rollout process.
Keywords-Bayesian, experimentation, sequential test, jack-
knife, bootstrap, adaptive experiment design, Markov decision
process
I. INTRODUCTION
During web and mobile software product development cy-
cles, innovations and improvements are continuously made
to the products by developing and rolling out new features.
Integration of features to the mobile app or digital website
requires changes to the code base on the client or server
sides. In a complex world of micro-services and intra-service
dependencies, it’s very hard to ensure reliability in a manual
way. While new features are designed and tested cautiously
before being released to end users, it’s inevitable that a
small fraction of these features will have bugs in the code or
flaws in their design. Such problematic features will degrade
the user experience (e.g. causing application crash, slowing
down the performance, draining mobile battery, blocking
users from requesting a trip, etc.) when they are released.
Improper ways to release a new feature include (1) making
the feature available to all users at once; (2) releasing a
feature without a proper monitoring and alerting system in
place. Due to the uncertainty of impact embedded in the new
features, releasing the feature through an unguided process
can be risky:
• The negative impact may go unnoticed for a long time
resulting in a bad customer experience.
• The problematic feature may impact a large number of
users, even if it is reverted timely.
• When a metric degradation is detected, it is hard to
attribute the degradation to a specific feature and fix a
bug.
Online controlled experimentation, also known as A/B
testing, is one way to evaluate a feature’s impact before
formal release [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
In a standard A/B test, users are split into treatment group
(with the new feature turned on) and control group (with the
new feature turned off), and the analysis is performed on the
user engagement and business metrics when the experiment
concludes. While experimentation can help detect potential
flaws in the feature before its formal release, it is worth
noting that such feature release process can still be risky
post experimentation. If the experiment was run on certain
population (let’s say in couple of cities) and then rolled
out to a population that were not tested against (rolled out
to all cities) then the post-experiment release can be risky
since it may affect an under-represented population in the
experiment. Thus, even with the presence of an A/B test, a
proper rollout process is needed for the post experimentation
feature rollout.
A reliable feature release process can systematically re-
duce the negative impact of problematic feature updates.
A reliable feature release process has following desirable
properties: 1) early detection of regression, 2) reverting
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feature rollout if regression is detected, 3) reducing the
impact scope in terms of user size, 4) rolling out flawless
features at a fast speed, and 5) requiring minimum human
attention and intervention in the process.
Based on the criteria mentioned above, this paper proposes
a framework for rolling out features autonomously using an
adaptive experimental design. The rollout starts with a small
proportion of users getting exposed to this feature, gradually
ramps up to a larger user population, and eventually rolls out
to the entire target population. This rollout framework is
composed of two main algorithmic components making the
process both intelligent and autonomous. First, a continuous
monitoring algorithm based on sequential test that detects
regressions early so that the team can be alerted and the
feature can be reverted in a timely manner. Second, an
adaptive ramp-up algorithm determining when and how
much to ramp up to based on required sample size to get
enough power at the end stage. This proposed framework
satisfies the five properties for a safe feature rollout process.
It enables engineers to quickly evaluate and roll out new
features with a controlled amount of risk, without too much
manual work and intervention during the process. As a
result, this framework powers the development and rollout
of mobile and web software products.
The contribution of this paper includes:
• Proposing a staged rollout framework for releasing new
features autonomously by using a continuous monitor-
ing algorithm and a ramp-up algorithm.
• Introducing a scalable nonparametric variance estimator
to be used with the sequential test to adjust the sample
correlation when the observation is not independent.
• Providing formulas for estimating power and required
sample size for the sequential test.
• Proposing and compared three ramp-up algorithms:
time-based, power-based, and risk-based.
• Evaluating the empirical performance of the staged
rollout framework through examples.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the background and terminology of this work, as well as
its relation to standard A/B testing; Section III presents
the concept of the staged rollout framework for feature
release; Section IV describes the monitoring algorithm:
sequential probability ratio test with nonparametric variance
estimation; Section V introduces three ramp-up algorithms:
the time-based ramp-up, the power-based ramp-up based
on statistical power of sequential test, and the risk-based
ramp-up algorithm based on Bayesian methods; Section
VI evaluates how this rollout framework works in practice
through both real data and synthetic data examples; and
Section VII summarize the work and discuss practical
considerations.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Terminology
In this section, the terminology is defined and introduced
for this paper. Some of the terminologies are commonly
known in the software development world, and some of them
have specific meanings and scopes in this paper.
• Feature A new feature is defined as any change to the
product that involves a code or configuaration change.
The change can happen either in the client codebase, or
in the backend codebase on the server. A feature can be
as large as an app redesign, and as small as a few lines
of code or configuaration change that are not visible to
users.
• Feature Flag Feature flags are a gating system to
control code flow in the product. A feature flag can
turn on and off a block of code (as a feature). In other
words, a feature flag can be used to control if a user
can see a new feature or not. For example, turning on
a feature is controlled by setting the feature flag value
to True, while a feature can be turned off by setting the
value to False.
• Rollout The process of exposing a new feature to the
user population is defined as a rollout. The rollout starts
with the state of no users getting exposed to the new
feature and ends with the feature turned on for all users.
• Staged Rollout The staged rollout framework proposed
in this paper breaks the feature rollout process into
different stages, each stage with a different proportion
of the user population getting exposed to the feature.
In this framework, a feature is gradually rolled out to
the user population from smaller sample sizes to larger
sample sizes.
• Revert Reverting a feature means turning off the fea-
ture for all users. When the new feature is turned off,
a default experience (often the legacy version of the
feature) is served to the user.
• Ramp-up Ramping up a feature means turning on the
feature for more users. In the staged rollout framework,
each subsequent stage has a larger sample size (in pro-
portion) than the previous stage, thus moving forward
one stage is equivalent to ramping up the feature to
more users.
• Regression A regression is a situation where a feature
stops functioning as intended or performs in a subopti-
mal manner. A regression can cause user experience
degradation. A regression can be caused by a new
feature that contains a code bug or design flaw.
• Outage An outage, also known as downtime, is a
serious regression situation that the core function or
the entire app stops functioning. A problematic feature
can cause an outage.
Table I: Difference between Staged Rollout and Standard A/B Testing
Staged Rollout Standard A/B Testing
Main Purpose Automated Feature Release Process Feature Evaluation Process
Question Trying to Answer If the feature is causing a regression If the feature is successful
Experiment Design and Configuration Multiple Adaptive Stages One Fixed Stage
Metrics Core user engagement and software performance Feature related user engagement
Statistical Test Sequential Test Fixed Horizon Test
Analysis Frequency Continuous Monitoring One-Time Fixed Horizon
B. Relation to Standard A/B Testing
There are similarities between the staged rollouts and
standard A/B testing. In both cases, there is a randomized
control group to compare with the treatment group. A large
portion of the infrastructure can also be shared between
these two frameworks. However, there are major differences
between them two, and the standard A/B testing cannot
solve the problem that the staged rollouts are focused on.
See Table I for a list of difference between staged rollouts
and standard A/B testing. In practice, the staged rollout
framework can be used by itself to roll out a feature, but
it can also be used within an A/B testing to monitor and
ramp up the experiment.
III. STAGED ROLLOUT FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
The design for the staged rollout framework comes with
two main components.
First, the feature rollout process is staged such that the
feature is gradually ramped up. The initial stage comes with
a relatively small sample size (e.g. 1% users in treatment),
while the last stage consists of a large sample size reflecting
the final rollout goal, usually 100% of users in the treatment.
The stages are designed to be increasing in sample size.
The number of stages and the sample size at each stage can
be determined by either manual inputs or algorithms (to be
introduced in following sections).
Second, the feature rollout process is monitored and
controlled by statistical algorithms to evaluate the feature
impact and infer the optimal rollout actions: revert, ramp
up, or stay on the current stage. There are two main
statistical algorithms supporting the rollout decision-making:
a continuous monitoring algorithm and an adaptive ramp-up
algorithm. The monitoring algorithm continuously monitors
the metrics for the rollout via a sequential test (Section
IV). If there is no significant difference detected in the
metrics between treatment and control, the rollout process
will continue. On the other hand, if there is a significant
difference detected, an alert with the metric signal will be
sent to the feature developers and the rollout can be reverted
by the developer or the system. In addition to the monitoring
algorithm for deciding when to revert a rollout, there are
three methods to decide when to ramp up to the next stage
introduced in Section V. The time-base ramp-up schedule is
the most basic but transparent approach. The power-based
rampup aims to achieve sufficient statistical power at a pre-
set sensitivity level (minimum detectable difference) within
a given time frame. The risk-based ramp-up algorithm sets
the rollout speed and scope according to the signals collected
and risk tolerance based on a Bayesian framework.
Table II shows an example scenario for a staged rollout.
Each staged rollout is carried out for one feature, such that
if a regression is detected, the feature development team
can associate the impact back to the feature. But multiple
features can be rolled out simultaneously in parallel, each
in a separate rollout experiment, using the multi-layering
system [11]. Upon setting up the rollout, the feature engineer
specifies the target population for the rollout (e.g. all active
users in US using the new app version 2.0 on Android),
which is defined as all users. In this example, the feature
is gradually rolled out through five stages, and each stage
takes one day. The control group users get the default
experience with the feature turned off, and the treatment
group users get the new experience with the feature turned
on. The monitoring will be performed on the metric data
collected from these two groups. The untreated group get
the same experience as the control group, but the data are
not used for analysis, and these users are treated as outside of
the experiment. The reason for keeping equal sample sizes
between the control group and the treatment group is to
avoid Simpson’s Paradox [12]. During the rollout process,
key user engagement and app health metrics are monitored
by the sequential test to be introduced in the following
section. The metrics can be defined on different analytics
unit levels: trip, session, or user. And the metrics can be
proportional metrics, continuous metric, and ratio metrics.
For simplicity, the session level proportion metrics are used
as examples.
IV. MONITORING ALGORITHM - SEQUENTIAL TEST
In this section, a variant of the sequential test is in-
troduced, called a mixture sequential probability ratio test
(mSPRT), used as the core monitoring algorithm. In addi-
tion, a nonparametric variance estimation method (delete-a-
Table II: Example Staged Rollout Template
Feature Flag Feature X
Target Population Users in US using App Version 2.0 on Android
Stages 1 2 3 4 5
Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
Control Sample Size 1% 5% 20% 50% 0%
Treatment Sample Size 1% 5% 20% 50% 100%
Untreated Sample Size 98% 90% 60% 0% 0%
Metrics % Sessions with Login Success, % Sessions with Orders,
% Sessions with App Crash, etc.
group jackknife) is introduced to correct the correlation for
the sequential algorithm. The statistical power and sample
size estimation is derived for the sequential test as well.
A. Mixture Sequential Probability Ratio Test (mSPRT)
Sequential probability ratio test [13] is widely used in
clinical research, where scientists often allow sample size
dependent decisions to be made based on likelihood ratio
of two hypothesis. The mSPRT introduced in [14] and [15]
applies to A/B testing to enable multiple tests without inflat-
ing the false positive rate (FPR). In an A/B testing setting,
assume the control variables {X(i)ctrl}nctrli=1 are independent
random variables from a distribution with a density function
f(x|µctrl, σctrl) where µctrl and σctrl represent mean and
standard deviation. Similarly, the distribution density func-
tion for the treatment variables {X(i)trt}ntrti=1 is f(x|µtrt, σtrt).
The hypothesis to be tested is on the difference in distribu-
tion mean:
H0 : δ := µtrt − µctrl = δ0 (1)
H1 : δ := µtrt − µctrl 6= δ0 (2)
where δ represents the difference in mean between treatment
and control, and δ0 is the difference value under null
hypothesis (δ0 = 0 for testing if two groups have the
same metric mean). The test statistic used in mSPRT is
a likelihood ratio integrated over a prior distribution of δ
values under the alternative hypothesis. Denote the prior
density function as h(δ), and for simplicity, a normal prior
is chosen h(δ) ∼ N(δ0, τ) in this paper. It can be proven
that the integrated likelihood ratio statistic is a Martingale
under alternative hypothesis. The (1−α) confidence interval
for δ is derived by [15] as
x¯trt − x¯ctrl ±
√
V (V + τ)
τ
(−2log(α)− log( V
V + τ
) (3)
with x¯trt and x¯ctrl as sample means and V as the variance
of sample mean difference (e.g. V = vctrlnctrl +
vtrt
ntrt
where
vctrl and vtrt are the sample variance estimates for control
and treatment).
B. Variance Estimation
One assumption made by the sequential testing is the
independence of each observation. However, this assumption
often does not hold in practice. For example, if the click
through rate is the metric of interest, it is improper to assume
each impression is independent, since the same user can use
the product multiple times on different days, and multiple
impressions and clicks can be generated by the same user.
Such observations are correlated since they are generated
by the same user. Violating the independence assumption in
the sequential test can produce an inflated false positive rate.
Embedding a variance estimation with correlation correction
is one way to generalize the mSPRT to correlated data.
Several previous papers discuss the adjustment of metric
variance in A/B testing. The delta method [16] and Bootstrap
method [17] are two variance estimation approaches that can
be applied to correct the variance without the assumption
of independence. These two methods work well in theory,
however, they require storing raw data (e.g. all mobile event
level data) in order to perform analysis. Therefore, they are
hard to scale when the data storage is limited. In addition,
processing the raw event level data adds computation latency
which is a concern for monitoring all feature rollouts in
real time. Therefore, a fast and scalable variance method
is preferred. In our system, a version of the delete-a-group
jackknife [18] variance estimation method is implemented,
which meets such requirements.
To implement the delete-a-group jackknife method, the
users (user ID or device ID, which is the experiment unit)
are split into R partitions with equal probability using a hash
function within each experiment group. The hash function
([19], [9]) takes the user ID as input and outputs an integer as
the partition ID ∈ {1, 2, ..., R}. Note that the hash function
should be different (by choosing a different random seed or
algorithm) from the one used for experiment randomization
on splitting users into control and treatment groups, so
that the user partition is independent to the experiment
randomization.
The delete-a-group jackknife variance estimator can be
expressed as
V ar(X¯) =
R− 1
R
R∑
r=1
(X¯(r) − X¯)2 (4)
with
X¯(r) =
1∑n
i=1 I(hash(uuidi) 6= r)
∑
{i:hash(uuidi)6=r}
Xi
where X¯(r) is the metric mean for all users except partition
r, I(·) is an indicator function with value 1 if the argument
condition is true and value 0 otherwise, hash(·) is a hash
function, and uuidi is the user ID for the ith observation.
The delete-a-group jackknife variance estimation is scal-
able since only the partition level metrics are needed and
stored for calculation, instead of the raw event-level data.
Taking the CTR metric as an example, at each stage,
the system will calculate the total number of impressions
and clicks by partition, and then the cumulative (from the
initial stage up to the current stage) CTR (as X¯(r)) can
be calculated by dividing the sum of clicks by the sum
of impressions across stages except partition r. The overall
cumulative CTR (as X¯) can be calculated by dividing the
sum of clicks by the sum of impressions, where both sums
are across stages and partitions.
The empirical performance of different variance estima-
tion methods are compared with real data reflecting the
correlation structure in practice. Four methods are com-
pared: sequential test (assuming observation independence),
sequential test with bootstrap, sequential test with delta
method, and sequential test with (delete-a-group) jackknife
(with R = 10). A sample dataset is prepared for three
metrics in one-week time period. The false positive rate in
Figure 1 is calculated by simulating an A/A test scenario:
randomly assign the sample data into control and treatment
groups by hashing the user ID. The power in Figure 2
is calculated by simulating an A/B test scenario: using
the same experiment assignment logic as an A/A test, but
artificially adding a 5% metric increase in the treatment
group. The data is fed into the algorithm at hourly level,
and a positive result is defined if the test returns at least
one significance (at 95% level) out of the 24 × 7 tests.
The results show when the independence assumption does
not hold, it leads to an inflated false positive rate for the
original sequential test. All the three improved variance
estimation methods successfully control the false positive
rate below 5%, while having a similar level of power. The
jackknife method is preferred considering the scalability, and
the performance can be improved by increasing the number
of partitions R. By default, the jackknife method is applied
for all examples related to real data in this paper.
C. Power and Sample Size Estimation
The statistical power of the the sequential test is needed
for evaluating when it is ready to fully ramp up and conclude
Figure 1: Empirical False Positive Rate based on Different
Variance Estimations
Figure 2: Empirical Power based on Different Variance
Estimations
the rollout. At the beginning of the rollout, the rollout
developer will set a sensitivity level for metric degradation
detection. For example, the developer can set the system to
raise an alert if the true metric difference is greater than 2%.
In this paper, this minimum detectable difference is defined
as the MDE (minimum detectable effect). Then the criteria
for the feature to be formally rolled out is to achieve enough
statistical power to detect the MDE. If the power is achieved,
and there is no regression detected, then system will believe
this feature is not causing a regression greater than the MDE
with high confidence. In order to make the power-based
criteria work, an estimation of power and sample size is
needed during the rollout process.
To derive the power and sample size estimation formula,
define the stopping time Nδ as the smallest sample size that
the sequential test becomes significant given the true differ-
ence as δ. Note Nδ is a random variable. The power of the
sequential test for a finite sample size can be expressed as the
probability of the sequential process becoming significant
before the given sample size:
Pr(Nδ < Nδ1−β |δ) = 1− β (5)
where 1 − β indicates the power and Nδ1−β denotes the
sample size threshold for achieving the power 1 − β given
δ.
Following the intuition that Nδ1−β is the 1−β percentile
of the distribution for Nδ , it can be approximated by a linear
combination of the distribution mean and standard deviation:
Nδ1−β ≈ E[Nδ] + f(β) ∗
√
(V ar(Nδ)) (6)
A previous Monte Carlo study [20] found that the variance
of the sample size needed to detect a given MDE for
sequential test is approximately proportional to the square
of the average sample size: V ar(Nδ) ∝ (E[Nδ])2.
In addition, the average sample size can be approximated
by E(Nδ) ≈ vx+vyδ2 {log(−2logα) − 2logα} by taking τ =
δ2 (see Appendix).
To estimate the coefficient f(β), an empirical power curve
is fitted in a simulation study that yields the following
approximation for the sample size required to achieve a
given statistical power:
Nδ1−β ≈ E(Nδ) + f(β)E(Nδ) (7)
≈ (0.35− 0.79logβ)(vx + vy
δ2
) (8)
×(log(−2logα)− 2logα) (9)
Given this formula, the power can be estimated by solving
the formula for β for a given sample size Nδ1−β . This power
estimation works well empirically for sample size larger than
500. Figure 3 shows the estimated power compared with the
actual power.
Figure 3: Evaluation of Power Estimation. (The Y-axis
shows the empirical power in simulation, and the X-axis
shows the expected power calculated by the power function.
The solid line is the diagonal line illustrating the good of fit
of the power function.)
V. RAMP-UP ALGORITHMS
During the rollout, when the monitoring algorithm raises
an alert, the rollout will be paused or reverted for inves-
tigation. However, if the monitoring algorithm does not
raise an alert, it does not mean the feature is guaranteed
to be flawless, but it could be the case that the sample size
is not sufficient for the monitoring algorithm to catch the
regression at certain levels of sensitivity. With the uncer-
tainty in the feature performance, rolling out too fast could
expose more than necessary users to the feature. Therefore,
a separate ramp-up algorithm is needed to decide how to
increase the rollout percentage from one stage to the next
stage. Next, three approaches for ramping up the rollout are
introduced.
A. Time-based Ramp-up
The time-based ramp-up schedule requires engineers to
decide the stages and corresponding sample size percentage
before the rollout begins. In addition, the time between each
step is specified. After the rollout starts, if there is no alert
made by the monitoring algorithm for the given time length,
the rollout will ramp up to the next stage. In the example
shown in Table II, if the rollout is set to be ramping up
every day, then it will be fully rolled out in five days if
there is regression captured. The advantage of the time-based
ramp up is to give the developer more control on the rollout.
However, since this ramp-up schedule does not adapt to the
information collected during the rollout, it may suffer in 1)
ramping up too quickly when the risk and uncertainty is high
or 2) ramping up too slow when the data shows high level
of certainty.
B. Power-based Ramp-up
The power-based ramp-up schedule aims to achieve suffi-
cient statistical power for detecting the pre-defined MDE
δMDE within a given time frame. For example, if the
feature developer wants to roll out a feature with 80%
power to detect potential 2% metric difference within one
week, then the power-based ramp-up schedule will adjust the
sample size adaptively to achieve the rollout goal. At each
stage, if the observed difference δˆ is less than pre-defined
MDE δMDE , then the sample size required for the MDE is
calculated. Otherwise, if the observed difference is bigger
than MDE, then the sample size required for detecting the
current difference is calculated. This way, the system makes
sure the ramp-up does not put too many users under risk
if the observed signal is negative. In addition, a maximum
ramp-up proportion threshold can be put for each stage, so
the ramp-up speed is not too aggressive. In sum, the sample
size recommended by the power-based algorithm is
min(NδMDE,1−β , Nδˆ1−β , Nstage limit)
where Nstage limit is the maximum sample size allowed at
a given stage, Nδ1−β is the sample size required for the
MDE δ, and Nδˆ1−β is the sample size corresponding to the
observed difference δˆ. The recommended sample size can
then be transformed into sample size percentage by taking
account of the predicted total sample size for the next stage.
C. Risk-based Ramp-up
Risk-based ramp-up algorithm proceeds the rollout at
the maximum allowed speed on a tolerable risk level. For
example, if the risk criteria is set as ”avoiding loosing trips
from more than 1000 users”. Then at any given stage, the
system can calculate what the maximum number of extra
users that could be exposed given the current experiment
signals.
To state this idea in formal formulation, the potential risk
of uncertain metric degradation is quantified and controlled
by a probability threshold. Without loss of generality, as-
sume the metric of interest is a proportion metric, e.g. %
users with an order (the continuous metric scenario can be
derived in a similar approach). The negative impact of the
feature can be quantified as number of treatment users not
making an order because of the feature: Ntrt(µtrt−µctrl) =
Ntrtδ. The risk tolerance during the rollout can be defined
as:
Pr(Ntrtδ ≤ −C|D) ≤ R (10)
where
• C is a positive constant, as the pre-specified tolerable
cost threshold. One choice can be C = δMDE ∗
NδMDE,1−β , that allows enough cost budget to yield
sufficient statistical power.
• R is the pre-specified risk probability threshold. R is a
parameter to trade off the rollout safety and speed.
• D indicates data, which means the probability specified
is based on a posterior distribution given the data.
Note that the formula above is an example of one-sided
test assuming only potential decrease in the metric is a risk
to be controlled. This framework can be easily generalized
to one-sided increase risk and two-sided risk specification.
Without loss of generality, the one-sided decrease risk is
used in the following derivation for simplicity.
In order to solve the inequality (10), the posterior distribu-
tion p(δ|D) can be derived as follows. For simplicity, assum-
ing control and treatment have equal sample size and equal
variance. By the central limit theorem, assume the sample
mean follows a normal distribution x¯ctrl ∼ N(µctrl, σ2/n)
and x¯trt ∼ N(µtrt, σ2/n), where µctrl and µtrt are the
distribution means, σ2 is the common variance, and n is the
sample size. In addition, assume the prior distributions for
the mean parameter µctrl and µtrt are q(µctrl) ∼ N(µ0, σ20)
and q(µtrt) ∼ N(µ0+δ0, σ20), where µ0, σ20 , and δ0 are prior
distribution parameters, indicating prior control mean, prior
common variance, and prior difference parameter. Under
these assumptions, the posterior distribution can be derived
as a normal distribution (see [21]):
p(δ|D) ∼ N(mδ, s2δ) (11)
where
mδ =
1/σ20
n/σ2 + 1/σ20
δ0 +
n/σ2
n/σ2 + 1/σ20
(x¯trt − x¯ctrl)
s2δ =
2σ2σ20
σ2 + nσ20
Note that the only unknown parameter in this posterior
distribution is the metric variance σ2. In practice, this
parameter can be estimated and substituted by the pooled
sample variance.
At stage t, the observed cumulative sample size for
treatment is
∑t
s=1 ntrt,s. The risk-based ramp-up algorithm
aims to decide an appropriate sample size for next stage
n∗trt,t+1 that controls the potential risk. The risk inequality
(10) can be written as
Pr(Ntrtδ ≤ −C|D) (12)
= Pr((
∑t
s=1 ntrt,s + n
∗
trt,t+1)δ ≤ −C|D) (13)
= Pr(δ ≤ −C
(
∑t
s=1 ntrt,s+n
∗
trt,t+1)
|D) (14)
≤ R (15)
The left side of the inequality becomes the cumulative
distribution function of the posterior distribution of δ. The
the maximum tolerable sample size n∗trt,t+1 can be derived
as:
1
sδ
· ( −C
(
∑t
s=1 ntrt,s + n
∗
trt,t+1)
−mδ) = Φ−1(R) (16)
n∗trt,t+1 = max(
−C
sδΦ−1(R) +mδ
−
t∑
s=1
ntrt,s, 0) (17)
The corresponding treatment rollout percentage for the next
stage pt+1 can be calculated by dividing the treatment rollout
sample size n∗trt,t+1 by a predicted total population size for
the next stage nˆtotal,t+1 as:
pt+1 = max(min(pt,
n∗trt,t+1
nˆtotal,t+1
), 0.5)
The min and max conditions are added to ensure the roll-
out percentage is monotonic increasing (unless reverting to
0), and the maximum rollout percentage that can be achieved
by the ramp-up algorithm is 50%. The final decision from
ramping up from 50% to 100% (in one stage) is determined
by power calculation, which is beyond the control of the
ramp-up algorithm. The predicted total population size for
the next stage nˆtotal,t+1 can be estimated by a generic time
series model. The discussion of this prediction model is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Table III: Empirical Performance of Ramp-up Algorithms based on Synthetic Data under A/A and A/B Tests (NA is shown
when the observed cases are too few to draw a conclusion.)
Metrics Time-based
A/A (Low
Speed)
Time-based
A/B (Low
Speed)
Time-based
A/A (High
peed)
Time-based
A/B (High
Speed)
Power-
based
A/A
Power-
based
A/B
Risk-based
A/A
Risk-based
A/B
Positive Rate (FPR
for AA, Power for
AB)
0.04 0.985 0.015 0.985 0.015 0.975 0.01 0.98
Average Time be-
fore Detection (h)
NA 63 NA 55 NA 57 NA 52
Average Time be-
fore Fully Rollout
(h)
61 NA 57 NA 52 NA 47 NA
Weighted Average
Rollout Pct before
Detection
NA 1%,5%,
17%,14%
NA 1%,10%,
20%,16%
NA 1%,13%,
17%,9%,
4%,1%
NA 1%,18.3%,
18.5%,10%,
3%,1%
Weighted Average
Rollout Pct before
Fully Rollout
1%,5%,
31%,87%
NA 1%,10%,
39%,91%
NA 1%,17%,
25%,65%,
94%,99%
NA 1%,17%,
34%,73%
NA
Average Sample
Size Used before
Detection
NA 12085 NA 11803 NA 11528 NA 11857
Average Sample
Size Used before
Fully Rollout
9591 NA 10186 NA 9876 NA 9300 NA
Avg Total Loss 21 136 18 137 20 132 18 136
% of Tests Exceed-
ing the Loss Toler-
ance C
0% 5% 0% 9% 0% 7% 0.05% 10.05%
VI. EXAMPLES
This section evaluates the empirical performance of staged
rollout framework with the three ramp-up algorithms on both
real data and synthetic data examples.
The real data comes from a feature rollout experiment,
which does not cause a regression. One of the key session
level metric monitored is a binary metric with mean 0.7.
However, the session level metric can not be regarded as
i.i.d. sample from Bernoulli distribution, since the same user
can have multiple sessions. The data is collected hourly,
and there are 7 days’ data in total. On the other hand, the
synthetic data is generated as i.i.d. sample from a Bernoulli
distribution with mean 0.7. During the rollout, the sequential
test runs every hour and the rollout is reverted when a
significant metric degradation is detected. The criteria for
rolling out to all users is to achieve a MDE of 0.05 at power
of 0.9. If no regression is detected, the system ramps up the
rollout to the next stage on the next day. Although the ramp-
up frequency is fixed (daily), the sample size for the next
stage is determined by the three ramp-up algorithms.
Under this setting, the three ramp-up algorithms are
evaluated through both A/A and A/B tests, each with 200
replications. Each trial of A/A test is generated by randomly
splitting the data into treatment and control groups by
hashing user ID. The success of an A/A test can be defined
as the feature getting fully rolled out in a fast speed. Each
trial of A/B test is first generated by the same random
split as A/A test, but then an artificial metric difference is
introduced to the treatment group. For each metric value
in the treatment group, a relative difference is drawn from
gamma distribution with shape = 6.25 and scale = 0.008
(indicating mean as 5% and standard deviation as 2%), that
is applied to create the artificial difference. The success of
an A/B test can be defined as detecting the difference with
relatively small sample size.
The Time-based ramp-up algorithm is tested at two speed
levels with rollout percentages: (1%, 5%, 20%, 50%) and
(1%, 10%, 20%, 50%). The Power-based ramp-up algorithm
sets the target MDE as 5%. For the risk-based ramp-up
algorithms, we set prior parameters as δ0 = 0.05, prior
variance σ20 = 0.0004, and risk probability threshold R =
0.1. Note that a non-zero prior mean is set in order to be
conservative about the feature performance in the beginning.
In this example, we are controlling the risk in the increasing
Table IV: Empirical Performance of Ramp-up Algorithms based on Real Data under A/A and A/B Tests (NA is shown when
the observed cases are too few to draw a conclusion.)
Metrics Time-based
A/A (Low
Speed)
Time-based
A/B (Low
Speed)
Time-based
A/A (High
peed)
Time-based
A/B (High
Speed)
Power-
based
A/A
Power-
based
A/B
Risk-based
A/A
Risk-based
A/B
Positive Rate (FPR
for AA, Power for
AB)
0.01 0.97 0.01 0.99 0.015 0.99 0.01 0.99
Average Time be-
fore Detection (h)
NA 58 NA 52 NA 54 NA 44
Average Time be-
fore Fully Rollout
(h)
67 NA 63 NA 60 NA 52 NA
Weighted Average
Rollout Pct before
Detection
NA 1%,5%,
20%,25%
NA 1%,10%,
20%,25%
NA 1%,12%,
15%,12%,
7%,3%,
1%
NA 1%,18%,
19%,7%,
1%
Weighted Average
Rollout Pct before
Fully Rollout
1%,5%,
24%,77%
NA 1%,10%,
25%,86%
NA 1%,16%,
20%,56%,
87%,97%
NA 1%,16%,
42%,55%,
98%
NA
Average Sample
Size Used before
Detection
NA 11126 NA 10981 NA 9282 NA 9438
Average Sample
Size Used before
Fully Rollout
13281 NA 13104 NA 13420 NA 12420 NA
Avg Total Loss 30 135 27 141 29 124 20 127
% of Tests Exceed-
ing the Loss Toler-
ance C
0% 12% 0% 22% 0% 14% 0% 12%
direction.
Table III and Table IV present the results of different
rollout approaches. Overall, all the three algorithms achieve
false positive rate below 0.05 for A/A tests, and power above
0.9 for A/B tests. The Time-based algorithm, as a simple
benchmark approach, seems to take longer time and more
samples to make a final correct decision. The Power-based
ramp up algorithm gives relatively stable performance. Since
this algorithm is set up based on the sequential test used
for monitoring, it often uses the smallest sample size to
detect the regression. This is reasonable since the power-
based algorithm estimates the number of sample size needed
for the regression detection, which prevents over-exposing
users. The Risk-based algorithm on average achieves the
earliest final detection in both A/A and A/B test. It also
controls the risk to be around the desired level R = 10%
(10.05% in simulated data example and 12% in real data
example). In contrast, both time-based and power-based
ramp-up algorithms do not exhibit consistent risk control
performance.
Note that there are parameters that can be tuned for each
of the three algorithms, especially the risk-based algorithm
have multiple parameters. The results only display the out-
puts based on specific parameters. The performance order
can change with different parameter settings and preference
over safety and speed. In practice, such parameters can be
determined or tuned through simulation before the actual
rollout begins.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a staged rollout framework is presented
to automatically release a feature with special attention to
optimizing the safety and speed. This framework can be
used broadly for code changes to product, both with and
without an A/B experiment. In our experiments, the variance
corrected sequential test with sample size and power cal-
culation accommodates the practical needs as a continuous
monitoring solution. The three ramp-up algorithms represent
different perspectives of trade-offs made between safety and
speed.
The empirical evaluation of the system shows the se-
quential monitoring system can control false positive rate
effectively while deliver a reasonable power. All three ramp-
up algorithms, when configured properly, can make rea-
Figure 4: Average Sample Size Exposed before Detection
under A/B Test on Real Data
sonable trade-offs between safety and speed with emphasis
on different aspects. This framework has been tested and
proven useful in practice for regression detection and ramp-
up management to assist developers with rolling out both
safely and quickly.
For implementing the ramp-up algorithms in production,
a practical recommendation is to start with time-based
algorithm, and then power-based algorithm or risk-based
algorithm. In practice, the time-based ramp-up algorithm
is easy to implement and it also gives more control and
transparency to the feature development team. Also com-
pared with a direct rollout, the time-based algorithm can
provide sufficient safety for most business case scenarios.
If lack of statistical power is a concern, then the power-
based algorithm can be further used. Otherwise, if the risk
during the rollout period needs to be further controlled, the
risk-based algorithm can be utilized.
While the examples of this paper mainly focus on one
metric case for illustration, the staged rollout framework
can adapt to the case with multiple metrics. The monitoring
algorithm can monitor multiple metrics in parallel, and the
significance level can be adjusted to control for family-wise
false positives. While a large set of metrics can be put
under the monitoring system, a smaller set of key metrics
can be selected to be used in the ramp-up algorithm. The
time-based ramp-up can be extended to multi-metric case
naturally. The power-based ramp-up can take the maximum
over the recommended sample sizes across different metrics
to achieve the power. The risk-based ramp-up can take
the minimum over the recommended sample sizes across
different metrics to control risk.
Another practical consideration in the rollout system is
to monitor the data quality of the rollout. Poor data quality
(caused by logging system, outliers, etc.) can lead to inflation
of false positives or false negatives [9]. Data quality check
[22], [23] and outlier removal [24] is useful in practice for
the rollout system. When a red flag is raised on data quality,
the rollout platform team and the feature development team
need to engage and investigate the root cause. Detailed
discussion on the data quality monitoring and diagnosis is
out of the scope of this paper.
The power-based ramp-up algorithm is built on the fre-
quentist inference, and the risk-based ramp-up algorithm is
based on Bayesian framework. One direction of future devel-
opment is using reinforcement learning to guide the rollout
process as a Markov Decision Process. Instead of focusing
on statistical power and potential risk, the reinforcement
learning algorithm will make the trade-off between the value
of rolling out the new feature versus the cost associated with
the rollout. It will eventually optimize the final reward given
the value and cost specification of the feature. This algorithm
is currently in development.
VIII. APPENDIX
A. Prior Distribution for mSPRT
In Section IV, the mSPRT test statistic is presented with
a prior distribution h(δ) ∼ N(0, τ). Here we describe a
practical choice for parameter τ . Although choice of τ
value does not affect the martingale and the statistical test
property in theory, it affects the empirical convergence speed
(i.e. sample size needed to achieve significance) in practice.
Pollak and Siegmund [25] derived the average sample size
needed to detect the real difference δ under sequential
analysis. In our context, the following formula provides a
reasonable approximation to the average sample size:
E[Nδ] ≈ vctrl + vtrt
δ2
{log[−2τe
δ2/τ log(α)
δ2α2
]− 1}. (18)
Taking derivatives yields τ = δ2 to achieve the smallest
sample size. However, as the real difference δ is unknown to
experimenters, we want to find a substitute for δ to provide
comparable type I and type II error. Compared with fixed-
horizon t test, where we have the sample size n ∝ vctrl+vtrtδ2 .
We want to use τ = δ2 = A vctrl+vtrtn . Below is a simulation
illustrating the choice of τ to type I and type II error.
A sample data is generated from binomial distribution with
p varying from 0.1 to 0.9 and relative difference equal to 0
or 0.05. Along the sequence, 200 checks are conducted in
equal interval with each checkpoint using all previous ob-
servations. Treatment and control group have equal sample
size per each check. A positive result is defined as the test
reports at least one significance (at 95% level) out of the
200 tests, which indicates false positive rate in Figure 5 and
power in Figure 6
From above simulation, we see that using δ¯2 i.e. the
square of Observed Difference and using τ = (z1−α/2 +
z1−β/2)2 vctrl+vtrtn has similar performance in both empiri-
cal power and false positive rate. This is because in fixed-
horizon test, the average sample size under Type I error
= α and Type II error = β has the following relationship
z1−α/2 + z1−α/2 = δ√
(vctrl+vtrt)/n
. In Figure 6, the empir-
ical power under three parameter choices are plotted against
the empirical power under τ = δ2. When the empirical
power under τ = δ2 is small, the other three choices all yield
relatively bigger power which is because of an overestimate
of τ due to small sample size. This discrepancy dies down as
the empirical power of τ = δ2 increases. To balance out the
type I and the type II error, we chose A = z21−α/2, yielding
τ = δ2 = z21−α/2
vctrl+vtrt
n in practice.
Figure 5: False Positive Rate based on Different Priors
Figure 6: Empirical Powers based on Different Priors (The
X-axis shows the empirical power under τ = d2 and the
Y-axis shows the empirical power achieved by alternative
parameter settings.)
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